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This study focuses on investigating the contributions of traffic management centers to enhancing people’s driving 
experiences and impacting their level of satisfaction and happiness. Data was collected in the United Arab Emirates 
through two distinct surveys; the first aimed at drivers (number of respondents: 155), and the second aimed at traffic 
management center operators (number of respondents: 15). The drivers survey aimed to collect data about drivers’ 
pain points experienced while driving in the United Arab Emirates and showed that slow drivers on fast lanes and 
sudden lane changing are the biggest challenges reported. On the operators’ side, the data collected showed that 
operators reported observing these challenges from their side as well. Operators also notably reported the need for 
advanced technology to help better manage and respond to real time traffic situations remotely from traffic 
management centers. Both surveys conducted showed a need and potential for the contributions of traffic management 
centers in enhancing and upgrading the quality of life for citizens through the application of technological solutions 
and the development of supporting legislation. Supplementary data from similar surveys was also used to validate, 
expand the knowledge and provide a holistic view of the topic. The study indicated that traffic management centers 
can impact the happiness and satisfaction of citizens by enhancing their driving experience, given that they are 
designed and equipped in a way that suits the city and society trends and cultures. Recommendations for 
implementation of such design choices were given along five pillars considering administration (based on best practice 
and Benchmarking), technology (results of local and international TMC surveys), media and communication 
(international survey and the expansion of technology and social media), operations and legislation (Based on results 
of the driver’s survey, that shows some gaps in the legislations which can be enhanced). 
 
Keywords: Traffic, Transportation, Traffic Management Center, Traffic Operations, Transportation Operations, 




No matter what the country or city conditions are, citizens will always need to move from one place to another through 
one of the various modes of transport: be it roads, rail, air travel, or sea travel. Transport has also been an enabler for 
the industry and trade development. This is evident in John F. Kennedy’s words, when he said:  
“It is not our wealth that built our roads, but it is our roads that built our wealth.” 
Throughout time, transportation systems have been able to enhance, and influence people’s lives. Any change, addition 
to or enhancement of the system can greatly contribute to the reduction in time people spend on the roads and in 
traffic. With the advancements of transport networks, it has become apparent that the operational efficiency of the 
network has as much of an effect as the network itself. If the transport system is not operating efficiently, people may 
spend more time and money on their travel: which takes away from their time with family and friends, increases their 
stress level, and impacts their overall satisfaction.  
 
This research explores the driver’s behaviour on the stress level of others on the road as well as the traffic accidents 
and examines the role of Traffic Management Centres, TMCs, in enhancing people’s lives. This is done through 
surveying drivers’ feedback on prevailing driving conditions and behaviours as well as TMCs personnel views and 
examining the resources and technologies that a traffic management centre needs to have to enable those 
enhancements. 
 
This report is divided into four main chapters as follows:  
Chapter 1: Literature Review gives an overview of the relevant literature in the traffic management space, and it 
introduces the effect of congestion on people’s lives. The chapter also includes an international benchmark of different 
traffic management centre models.  
 
Chapter 2: Research methods and materials:  introduces the data collection and verification approaches followed to 
obtain the required data for the research. 
 
Chapter 3: Data collection and Analysis displays the data collected through primary and secondary resources and 
provides a high-level overview of the findings that will be discussed furtherly in depth in chapter four.  
 
Chapter 4: Discussion and Recommendations the results are analysed, from the data collected to make inferences 
and recommendations on traffic management centre operations that would make them most effective in enhancing 
people’s lives. The chapter is discussed around 5 main pillars (Administration, Technology, Media and 
Communication, Operations and Strategy, and Legislation). 
 
The report is then wrapped up in the conclusion section.  
 





Chapter 1: Literature Review 
Chapter Overview  
This chapter is a brief summary of the literary work published about Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) and their 
role in enhancing the lives of citizens around the world. The chapter initially starts with a classification of the common 
roads, then discusses the level of service that is generally acceptable for a road hierarchy. Then, the chapter dives into 
urban traffic control systems, and provides a review of global congestion conditions and the costs associated with 
them; which inevitably impact people’s lives. To tackle these, a review was conducted on the literature discussing the 
different strategies that can be implemented, and the focus on operational aspects (i.e. TMCs). The use of TMCs is 
then discussed, followed by a benchmark of the most prominent TMCs in the world to set the scene for the chapters 
to follow, and establish a view of how TMCs impact and improve the lives of citizens. Figure 1 presents a summary 
of the areas explored in the literature review, showing notably how the discussion starts with a high-level overview of 
road structures and narrows down to the specific uses of TMCs. Figure 1–1 represents the backbone of this study. 
 
Figure 1-1:Literature Review Structure 
Types of Roads 
To begin with, it is worth to introduce the definitions of all type of roads and understand their hierarchy with some 
traffic operations details in order to set the scene for the traffic operations aspects described in the following chapters. 
The road hierarchy usually differs per topography and geography; however, there are a number of road types that are 
generally common across. These are listed in Figure 1–2. The figure lists the main kinds of road classes and presents 
a brief description of each as per Dubai’s Geometric Design Manual (Dubai Geometric Design Manual, 2016). 
A typical road network usually connects the road types mentioned in Figure 2 together to form a city road network. 
An example of such, a road network is shown in Figure 1–3 and Figure 1–4 as presented in Dubai’s Geometric Design 
Manual (2016).  
Level of Service 
Furthermore, it is widely recognized that the most important indicator of the performance of roads and junctions is the 
level of service, a term developed by the USA Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) consists of letters A to F, where A 
represent the best performance of a road section or a junction and F represents a traffic jam or a breakdown flow. 




Figure 1-2:Main types of road classes in a road hierarchy (Dubai Geometric Design Manual, 2016) 
“Freeways, Expressways, and Arterials are always divided roads (with a median), whereas local roads are undivided. Collectors may be either 
divided or undivided.”  
 
 
Figure 1-3: Illustration of the functional road hierarchy (Dubai Geometric Design Manual, 2016) 
Freeway Primary ArterialExpressway
• Fast and free-flowing..
• Intended for long distances. 
• Full access control using 
only grade sparated 
interchanges.
• Intended for long distance.
• Full access control using 
only grade sparated 
interchanges.
• Service roads normally 
provided to serve land 
adjacent to the highway, 
connected to the expressway 
main line by free-flow 
ramps.
• Intended for moderate to 
long distance traffic, but 
with lower design standards 
than expressways.
• Access generally by means
of at-grade intersections 
(signals or roundabouts) –
but may also use grade 
separated interchanges. 
Secondary Arterial Local RoadCollector
• Intended for short to 
moderate distance traffic. 




• Access to adjacent land 
becoming a relevant
consideration
• Intended fto cater for short 
journeys at relatively low 
speeds. 
• Minimal access control.
• Used for through traffic but 
access to adjacent land is 
very important. 
• Intended for short journeys 
only. 
• No access control.





Figure 1-4: Photos of Typical Road Classes (Dubai Geometric Design Manual, 2016) 
 
Table 1-1: General Definitions of Levels of Service by American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Level of Service General Operating Conditions 
A Free flow 
B Reasonably free flow 
C Stable flow 
D Approaching unstable flow 
E Unstable flow 
F Forced or breakdown flow 
 
Urban Traffic Control Systems 
Arterial roads, in any road network, play an important role of creating congestion or resolving it because of the 
following reasons: 
• Arterials intersect with other roads at grade, mostly through traffic signal system; 
• They contain many accesses (Right ins and Right outs) which may interrupt the traffic and cause problems; 
• Relatively lower speeds than freeways and highways; and, 
• Signal system itself reduces road’s Capacity of all approaches at the intersection point. 
Managing arterial’s signal systems can be the key of resolving congestion and reducing the travel time. Therefore, 
many cities deployed Urban Traffic Control (UTC) signal management systems. Bou Samra (2005) listed some of 
the most famous UTC systems worldwide; these are summarized in Figure 1–5.  
Typical Freeway Typical Expressway
Typical Primary Arterial Typical Secondary Arterial




Figure 1-5: Most Used Traffic Control Signal Management Systems 
 
Based on the design choices and conditions of the road network and junctions, a suitable UTC system can be used. 
Some of the conditions and the suitable UTC systems are mapped in Table 1–2. 
Table 1-2: Junction Conditions and suitable UTC systems 
VA CLF SCOOT Condition 
No Yes Yes Distance between junctions less than 500 m  
Yes No Yes Needs sensors on the ground at each approach 
No No Yes Special processer (like UTC) is needed  
No No Yes Connection to Traffic Management Center (TMC) 
No Yes No Same cycle time (for all group of junctions)  
No Yes Yes Group of junctions work together (green wave)  
 
Global Congestion Conditions 
Despite the advancements in UTC systems, congestion is still on the rise in cities. With the growth of cities and the 
overflow of population, transportation demands have risen. This has resulted in extreme congestion conditions in 
many of the world’s cities. According to the latest traffic Index measurements, in the past 10 years, congestion has 
been on the increase internationally; with 75% of the 403 cities in the study experiencing increased congestion levels 
(McCarthy, 2019). This has resulted in affecting the lives of many citizens, who are now spending a considerable 
amount of their time stuck in traffic, as shown in Figure 1–6. For example, people in Mumbai, have spent 65% more 
time in 2018 than in 2017 just stuck in traffic (McCarthy, 2019). Situations like this, have unfortunately, led to 
decreased citizen satisfaction and happiness.  
Many researches have attempted to analyze the effect of traffic conditions on people’s happiness. One Beijing-based 
study measured the relation between happiness and traffic congestion using self-reporting measures. The study found 
that there is a strong correlation between perceived quality of life and happiness, and traffic congestion (Anderson et. 
al, 2016). In parallel, another study analyzing the effect of congestion in US cities found that traffic jams have 
implications on people’s happiness only in the short-term and argues that this effect is sometimes marginal and does 
not impact the cities happiness indices (Hays et. al, n.d.). Despite the varying results from these studies, a correlation 
has been established between perceived happiness and quality of life and traffic congestion.  
 
 
A series of plans, 
varied by time of day, 
are saved on the 
central computer and 
are implemented on-
street. 
Like fixed time plans, 
each junction will 
have a set of signal 
timing plans 
programmed in which 
control the green 
splits and stage 
change points 
throughout a cycle 
time. 
Using sensors laid 
under the pavement at 
the stop line of each 
approach, VA can be 
validated to give 
proper timing for each 
approach of the 
junction and skip the 
phase of an empty 
approach to save its 
time.
A system developed in 
the UK which 
continually assesses 
the traffic flow data 
obtained from a series 
of loops to optimize 
the green splits, 
offsets and cycle time 
to try to keep 
congestion to a 
minimum level. 
Cable less Linking Facility 
(CLF)






Figure 1-6: Increasing Congestion Levels Globally (Year on Year) - Recreated from TomTom Traffic Index Data (McCarthy, 2019) 
Congestion Costs 
Unfortunately, all of this comes with a price. Due to the increasing levels of congestion, cities have incurred substantial 
associated costs. The Inrix Traffic Scorecard 2018 considers the economic implications due to traffic jams in 200 
cities, and across 38 countries (Inrix, 2018). As depicted in Figure 1–7 for major US and UK cities, The Inrix 
Scorecard estimated approximately of $87B and $11B of congestion costs in 2018 in the US and the UK, respectively. 
The Figure also shows the average time spent in traffic per driver per year (Inrix, 2018). A parallel study has been 
conducted to benchmark the amount of time that spent in traffic in major Middle Eastern cities; Dubai topped the list 
with 87 hours spent in traffic per driver per year. Figure 1–8 shows the images of congestion of some of the top 
congested cities. It is clearly frustrating to people and to the authorities who manage the roads to deal with this type 
of traffic (Level of service F all around the key routes in a city). 
 
 




Moscow Congestion by: Pavel Golovkin/AP Images                                        New Delhi congestion by: Kevin Frayer/AP Images                                     
https://i.insider.com/5a70e1bb7e7a351f008b4b6c?width=700&format=jpeg&auto=webp                      
https://i.insider.com/5a70e0c27e7a351f008b4b68?width=700&format=jpeg&auto=webp  
  
Jakarta Congestion by: Dita Alangarka/AP Images                                         Rio De Janeiro Congestion by: Yasuyoshi Chiba/Getty Images 
https://i.insider.com/5a70df557e7a353a0f8b4984?width=700&format=jpeg&auto=webp                         
https://i.insider.com/5a70e1717e7a3513018b4afe?width=700&format=jpeg&auto=webp  
Figure 1-8:Pictures of the World’s Most Congested Cities 
It is a fact that any modern planning process of public services, such as road authorities and municipalities, shall have 
a well-defined strategy that depends on its local case of infrastructure development and social factors, which will lead 
to the way it will solve social and economic problem. The following are some strategies of how to deal with congestion. 
Suggested Strategies 
In many modern cities, different strategies have been introduced and implemented to deal with congestion and make 
better use of the road networks. Some of these strategies concentrated on building new roads and expanding old 
highways, other strategies suggested enhancements in operations of the current network using new technologies and 
Ideas. The US Department of Transportation (DOT) and Federal Highway Administration published an important 
report in 2017 titled “Traffic Congestion and Reliability: Trends and Advanced Strategies for Congestion Mitigation” 
(DOT, FHA, congestion strategies, 2017), in which they didn’t only differentiate between three strategies, but also 
detailed them. These are summarized in Figure 1–9.   
Focus on Operational Enhancement  
In recent years, more transportation engineers and planners adopted strategies that deal with the operation of the 
existing highways and road network, instead of just building new infrastructure (DOT, FHA, Ch.4, congestion 
strategies, 2017). Table 1 – 3 presents a comparison between the different congestion management strategies. The 
table highlights the most important features of operational improvement and additional capacity strategies. Within the 
operation improvement strategy, there has been increasing focus on the use of traffic management centers, as they 





Figure 1-9: Suggested Strategy for resolving congestion problems 
Adapted from “Traffic Congestion and Reliability: Trends and Advanced Strategies for Congestion Mitigation” (DOT, FHA, congestion 
strategies, 2017) 
Table 1-3: Comparison between additional capacity and operational improvement congestion management strategies 
Additional Capacity Strategy 
Operation Improvement Strategy 
Highways Arterials 
New freeways and Arterials 
Widen freeways. 
Street connectivity 
New toll roads 
Grade separation 
HOV managed lanes (Car pool) 
Multi Modal corridors 







Real time travel information 
Electronic toll collection 
Work zone management  
Road weather Information systems. 
Variable speed limits 
Ramp closures 






Signal timing optimization 
Changeable lane assignments 
HOV ramp bypass 
Incident management 
Real time travel information 
Parking restrictions 
 
Emergence of Traffic Management Centres (TMCs) 
In line with the search for operational efficiency to solve congestion problems, Here Mobility (2019) found that the 
emergence of SMART cities and advanced traffic management systems introduced the notion of Transport 
Management Centers (TMCs) as a potential solution. Here Mobility (2019) defined TMCs as a one-stop shop for 
streaming “real-time transport data from the entire traffic infrastructure into one center.” The research also highlights 
that TMC acts as a data center, and adapts to the collected data to issue actions that improve traffic conditions and 
enhance safety (Here Mobility, 2019). The same study emphasizes the role that TMCs hold as a traffic solution as 
they act as a decision-making hub for transport officials to communicate with drives on the road, respond to 
emergencies, and control traffic conditions. There are multiple functionalities and characteristics that can be delivered 
by TMCs, these are summarized in Figure 1–10.  
Introduction of Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) 
A book by Laurence A. Klein (2018), “ITS Sensors and Architectures for Traffic Management and Connected 
Vehicles,” identified 5 main types of traffic management centers according to operational specialization. These are 
presented in Figure 1–11. Even though they are under the different names and purposes, many TMC attributes are 
similar.  
In most TMCs, a combination of Human and Physical elements is preferred to run a successful operation process: 






Increasing the number and 
size of highways and 






Gerring more out of the 





Travel demand management 
(TDM), non-automotive 




• Physical elements: are the sensors and technologies (Cameras, Dynamic message signs, Ramp meters, 
sensors, electronic Toll gates, Media Access control (MAC), HWY Radio advisory, and communication 
systems) (Klein, 2018).  
In addition to the utilization of staff, equipment and communication, a successful TMC needs to deploy effective 
business processes and procedures to maximize the efficiency and get the best use of the transportation system.  
In California for example, California transportation Department (Caltrans) developed a business model that corporates 
operational improvement, traffic control, traveler services, demand management, incident management, and system 
monitoring and maintenance (Klein, 2018). California’s Caltrans Center operational model is shown in Figure 1 – 12. 
The center has built a holistic model, but there are operational focus points where most of the capabilities and 
investment strategies are allocated.  
 
 
Figure 1-10: Main TMC Functionalities, Adapted from Here Mobility, 2019 
 
 


















TMC – including 




Any TMC, in order to carry out its responsibilities, must be equipped in station as well as roads by sensors and cameras 
distributed at the road network. There should also be video walls (screens broadcasting different locations real time 
situation (cameras output)) and work stations and meeting rooms for operators to handle their tasks and updates. 
Connectivity is also an important tool as operators must be connected from their location at TMC with site and 
stakeholder whenever needed (Neudorf, Randall & Gordon, 2004). An example of a TMC setup shown in Figure 1–12.     
 
                    Figure 1-12: California's Caltrans Traffic Management Centre Operating Model (Adapted from Klein, 2018) 
 
 
Figure 1-13: Tallahassee Regional Transportation Management Centre (RTMC) – Adapted from “kimley-horn.com” 
According to Klein (2018), a well-designed TMC is expected to be very effective in carrying out its responsibilities 
and achieve its main tasks of safety, mobility and the environment. Some of the tasks that Klein (2018) highlighted 
and the related implementation tools are summarized in Table 1–4. Klein identified the tasks that are most relevant to 
freeway management only, but these can be extended to other types of TMCs as well.  
Table 1-4: TMC Tasks around safety, mobility, and environment (Adapted from Klein, 2018) 
# Task Implementation 
1. Traffic Incident 
management  
Managing the Agency’s response to incidents at freeways by detecting them 
through visual Cameras, Automated alert, or others (Public Safety CAD, 
Cell phones & connected vehicles), also response to large weather events 
similar to incidents.  
2. Emergency traffic 
management  
Using its capabilities of real time monitoring and control, Coordination 
with partners, TMC can provide status update of freeway functions, some 
TMCs also play the role of emergency operator when connected to regional 
EOCs. 
3. Planned special events During big events execution, TMC play a major role by monitoring traffic, 
field staff coordination, updating commuters with information (by DMS) 















4. Active traffic management 
(ATM) 
TMC is the primary operation point for ATM, monitoring traffic and travel 
conditions, providing response to traffic conditions, and some instant 
actions (e.g. variable speed limits, ramp metering and lane accessibility). 
5. Integrated corridor 
management  
ICT can be a strategy for multiple TMCs, in which it can include freeway 
focused, Arterials TMC and transport operation and control centers 
6. Managed Lanes Using its tools of detection and CCTVs in the field, TMC staff can process 
and manage the lanes by CMS “Control management system” or lane 
control signals. 
7. Information dissemination Real time traffic, pre-planned events, work zone info, and other 
information, TMC can be the source that distribute the information through 
its tools (Such as DMS, connected vehicle or Hwy advisory radio), further 
to social media notifications. 
8. Performance monitoring With the amount of data received by the TMC it can be a focal point of 
freeway operation strategy by monitoring the performance and KPIs and 
non-real-time analysis that can be the base of a monthly or quarterly 
performance reports. 
 
The Use of Traffic Management Centers (TMCs)  
Laurence Klein (2018), also discussed in his book the benefits a city can gain from investing in a comprehensive TMC 
and importance of this investment. According to Klein’s research, benefits of TMC operations vary depending on the 
purpose and functionality of the TMC. Crucial traffic topics such as safety, mobility, and the environment are expected 
to be greatly improved. The data collected by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) shows great 
enhancements in traffic management due to the deployment of TMCs, as shown in Figure 1–14. 
 
Figure 01-14: Potential Percent Improvement due to TMCs (Adapted from U.S. Federal Highway Administration, 2014) 
 
Many researchers believe that managing the traffic on Arterial roads is a key for minimizing congestion and delays, 
especially because of the characteristics of such roads that differ from highways and freeways. Also, due to 
institutional aspects, most arterials are managed by cities or municipalities, while freeways and highways are usually 
interstate facilities under the Department of Transport (DOT) or Road & Transport Authority (RTA) responsibilities.   
In their Book, Active Traffic Management for Arterials, Richard G. Dowling and Aaron Elias (2013) illustrated their 
suggested strategy of concentrating on better operation management of arterial roads. The goal of an Active Traffic 
management (ATM) strategy for an arterial is to maximize the cost-effectiveness of the facility. This Goal can be 
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if well implemented by Arterial streets operators, are expected to cover most arterial street’s functions in order to 
achieve the ATM goal:  
• Arterial monitoring, 
• Speed and signal control, 
• Geometric configuration, and 
• Demand modification. 
The four strategy elements can’t be implemented without the establishment of a “Traffic Management Center” with 
its instrument, tools and technologies. 
Dowling and Elias (2013) also detailed each element or tactic of the strategy, that can be used by any TMC to achieve 
a successful operation of roads by which congestion be reduced. Each tactic in turn consists of a combination of 
specific ATM measures designed to achieve the objective of that tactic as shown in Figure 1–15.  
 
Figure 1-15: Classification of ATM measures into tactical groups (Adapted from Dowling and Elias, 2013) 
For example, the arterial monitoring tactical group is to obtain actionable real-time information on arterial 
performance. This objective may be achieved by several means, such as using CCTV cameras and vehicle detectors 
or by purchasing travel speed data from a commercial vendor of real-time traffic data. The specific choice of measures 
to achieve the tactical objective of monitoring becomes the agency’s monitoring tactic for the facility (Dawling & 
Elias, 2013).       
On another hand, Dawling & Elias (2013) highlighted the importance of using technologies over manual operation of 
a successful ATM in the traffic control center, in turn of responsive time. By discussing the use of technologies, the 
authors show how active traffic management can be achieved, in differing degrees, using wide ranges of automation 












































Figure 1-16: The continuum of ATM automation and responsiveness (Adapted from Dawling & Elias, 2013) 
 
The result of active traffic management, in conventional practice (using mostly human control over technologies), is 
that the response times might take weeks or days, if the facility is to be regularly monitored and the controls, fine-
tuned in response to changing conditions. Advanced practice (using mostly automated control over human) substitutes 
human intervention with computerized control of the facility, which enables more rapid response to changing 
conditions down to minutes or even seconds (Dawling & Elias, 2013).                                                                   
TMC Benchmarking: 
This section will provide a benchmark and best practices analysis for some of the prominent TMCs around the world. 
The focus of this section is to display what these cities are doing differently, tailored to their own traffic and 
transportation needs. It is important to note that there is no “optimal” model, and that a rigorous analysis is needed to 
determine the services and responsibilities that a TMC should offer. However, as per its definition and its core purpose, 
all TMCs would have some similar features catering for traffic monitoring and management. The cities that will be 
included in the benchmark are displayed in Figure 1 – 17. In the beginning of each city benchmark, there will be an 
overview of the city’s demographics and key transportation statistics.  
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Atlanta, Georgia, USA: 
To begin with, it is important to set the scene and get an understanding of the demographics, and main transportation 
statistics for Atlanta. These are summarized in Table 1– 5.  
Table 1-5: Atlanta, Georgia (USA) - Main Demographics and Transportation Statistics 
Atlanta, Georgia, USA Statistics Comments and Sources 
Area (Sq. Km) (City only) 21,694 (354.22) Atlanta region (city only) – (Wikipedia Contributors, 
2019) 
Population (thousands) 4,628 (498) Atlanta region (city only) – (Atlanta Regional, 2019)  
Road network (km) 58,2163 County total roads (US Federal Highway 
Administration, 2014) 
freeways and highways (L.km) 1166.2
 
(145.8 km) Atlanta region (city only) – (Wikipedia Contributors, 
2019) 
Number of signalized Junctions 1500 (Choi, 2017) 
No. of registered vehicles 3.5 million (Statista, 2018) 
Total No. of accident  58,581 (Hasner, 2018)  
No, of fatalities/100,000 Pop. 15.1 fatalities (Hasner, 2018) 
Estimated congestion cost 3.5 Bln. $/year Atlanta city only (Pirani, 2019) 
Estimated congestion time 77 hrs./driver/year (Darnell, 2019) 
 
The idea for the Georgia Department of Transport (DOT) Traffic Management Center (TMC) spurred from the city’s 
plans to host the 1996 Olympics (Jones, 2016). Although that technologies were not yet advanced enough during that 
period, the TMC played a vital role in managing the event. Atlanta has a vibrant transport system with multi-modal 
operations. With an integrated rail system, almost 100 bus routes, thousands of taxies, and one of the busiest airports 
in the world, Atlanta’s transportation infrastructure is not easily manageable. This is part of the reason why the DOT 
resorted to a 24/7 TMC that focuses on supporting the operations of the traffic network. “The center provides traffic 
and incident management along with traveler information functions through Georgia 511, as well as real‐ time traffic 
signal operations for GDOT‐controlled signalized intersections, including active management of 28 Regional Traffic 
Operations Program (RTOP) corridors along key state highways in various jurisdictions” (Core Costal Region MPO). 
The center is focused on providing efficient accident management, smart traffic control, and accurate travel 
information for passengers (Wells, 2016).  
The center also is used as a call services center, for passengers on the road to communicate any accidents, comments, 
or complaints as they are on the road. The TMC’s operations is split into three phases that govern any incident 
management process. These are summarized in Figure 1–18.  
The Georgia TMC has also recently upgraded to use the most advanced technologies in speed detection, video 
analytics, ramp meters, and smart signage systems. The center has also built capability to support with on-the-road 
emergencies, whereby staff are trained to communicate with police officials and go on site and assist when needed 




Figure 01-18: Atlanta TMC Incident Management Process (Adapted from (Jones,E., 2016)) 
Austin, Texas, USA - “Dedicated TMC Division”: 
To begin with, it is important to set the scene and get an understanding of the demographics, and main transportation 
statistics for Austin These are summarized in Table 1–6. 
As an example of a different kind of TMC successful use, Austin, the capital of the state of Texas, is a very active city 
that contains all types of roads, movements, events and sometimes mega events; about 70 events per year with 10,000 
to 100,000 attendees (YouTube, 2018). 
The need to manage and integrate a combination of traffic of all modes, with the concentration on road users, guided 
the city to choose a special type of traffic transport management strategies. 
Table 01-6: Austin, Texas (USA) - Main Demographics and Transportation Statistics 
Austin, Texas, USA Statistics Comments – (Sources) 
Area (Sq. Km) (County) 24,535 (Texas Department of Transportation, 2020) 
Population (thousands) 2,168.316 (Austin county) 
964.254 (Austin city) 
(Census, 2019) 
Road network (L.km) 36,352.914 (Texas Department of Transport, 2018) 
freeways and highways (L.km) 1072 (Texas Department of Transport, 2018) 
No. signalized Junctions 1011 Signal (Austin.Gov, 2018) 
No. of registered vehicles 1,8 million (county) (Gaar, 2018) 
No. of accident (fatal & injury) 3,643 (Texas Department of Transport, 2018) 
No, of fatalities/100,000 Pop. 2.91 fatality (Texas Department of Transport, 2018) 
Estimated congestion time 104 hrs./person/year (Matousek, 2019) 
Estimated congestion cost 1.2 Billion $/year (Matousek, 2019) 
 
centred around real-time data collection from cameras 
and videos, and receive more detailed update through 




consists of confirming the information, and analysing it 
by conducting system wide checks. This phase also 
entails the decision making process, as the trained 
operators prepare the best strategy to resolve the 
situation, and send staff or communicate with the 
relevant authority. 
outlines how the transportation system is managed in a
way that minimizes disruption and impact on the wider
network. Here, operators issue communications though
intelligent signals on the roads and radio stations to
inform passengers
Collecting Information: The TMC 
monitors the roadways and collects 
real-time information from Video 
Detection System (VDS) cameras 
along the interstates. Operators also 
gather information taking 511 calls 
from travellers regarding traffic 
congestion and roadway incidents.
TMC employees must then confirm 
each incident by identifying the 
problem, the cause and the effect it 
will have on the roadway. The 
proper authorities, such as police, 
or fire department are notified so 
they can respond to the incident.
The third step is communicating 
this information to travellers, 
allowing them to make informed 
travel decisions, through 
changeable message signs (CMS) 
on the roadways, the NaviGAtor
website, media relations, audio 
messages from 511 calls and the 
new 511 Georgia smart-phone app.
STEP 1: COLLECTING 
INFORMATION
STEP 2: CONFIRM AND 
ANALYZE INFORMATION




Believing in the fact that “Arterials are roadways that are intended to carry higher amounts of traffic at a higher speed 
than neighborhood streets” Austin concentrates on arterial roads management and formed a dedicated division for that 
purpose. The “Arterial Management Division” of Austin Transportation Department, is a division that the city uses to 
manage mobility and safety for all modes of travel on Austin’s Arterial roadways (Austintexas.gov, 2018). To make 
better decisions, the arterial management division uses many tools and sensors. These are summarized in Figure 1–9 
and discussed in detail thereafter.  
 
 
Figure 01-19: Tools used by the Arterial Management Division in Austin, Texas (Adapted from (Austintexas.gov, 2018)) 
Each of these tools needs a dedicated team to gather real time data from the field and act accordingly, and for more 
information sharing they provide an important Data and Performance Hub (Mobility.Austin.gov, 2018), by which they 
share data with others (Stakeholder Agencies & Public).  
1. Traffic Signals Service: 
It is highly believed worldwide that “an appropriate traffic signal system provides balance of safety and efficient 
movements through intersections and improves mobility for all roadway users.”, therefore Austin provides the 
following services for signal operating and control (Austintexas.gov, 2018):  
• Traffic and pedestrian signal request dashboard; 
• Details about the traffic signal request process; 
• Map of city of Austin traffic and pedestrian signals; 
• Traffic signal re-timing program dashboard; 
• Downloadable traffic signal data from Austin’s open data portal; and,  
• Adaptive traffic signal control evaluation. 
Each one of these services gives the chance for the public to be well informed of how the city runs the signalized 
junctions, so they can use the information for planning their trips. 
2. Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons (PHBs): 
The city adopted PHBs where pedestrian-activated warning devices that help safe crossing on major roadways where 
there isn't a traffic signal. It also made it possible to public to learn about this system and its locations throughout the 
city by the following portals (Austintexas.gov, 2018) 
• Traffic and pedestrian signal request dashboard; 
• Details about the PHB request process; 
• Map of City of Austin traffic and pedestrian signals; and,  
• Downloadable PHB data from Austin’s open data portal. 
3. Traffic Cameras: 
Real-time video feeds from traffic cameras strategically placed around Austin are monitored by staff at the City's 
Mobility Management Center. Traffic cameras allow the city to: 
Traffic 
Signals












• Monitor traffic patterns to identify and address traffic problems quickly; 
• Camera videos are not recorded unless there is a specific traffic issue or pattern; and, 
• Operate video detection through Cameras mounted at traffic signals to look for vehicles or bicycles 
waiting time at the signalized junctions. 
4. Mobility Management Center: 
Located at the City headquarters for monitoring and managing traffic throughout the Austin area, The Mobility 
Management Center, the most important tool, is working 24/7 to provide the following services (Austin.Gov, 2018): 
• Monitor traffic patterns and adjust signal timing in response to traffic needs; 
• Peak travel times monitoring and planning; 
• Managing large events; and,  
• Respond to traffic signals issues such as downed of malfunctioning signals by dispatching crews of 
engineers and technicians from the center to the sites.  
5. Travel Time and Volume Sensors: 
Sensors are important to get real-time roadway conditions in which it helps the center to: 
• Obtain accurate Travel time and traffic volumes at Austin’s major streets; 
• This data can be used to develop signal timing changes to accommodate the traffic flow; and,  
• Develop information of the travel time trends to shape transportation planning. 
Seoul, South Korea, Ubiquitous City TMC: 
To begin with, it is important to set the scene and get an understanding of the demographics, and main transportation 
statistics for Seoul. These are summarized in Table 1–7. 
Table 1-7: Seoul (South Korea)) - Main Demographics and Transportation Statistics 
 
Stemming from the idea that the experience of the city greatly impacts the happiness and wellbeing of its people, 
Seoul defined new standards for the traffic management sector through its ubiquitious city (u-city). The reason why 
this concept is unique is that it goes beyond just traffic management, but rather an all-encompassing system for the 
management of a smart city. 
The U-City was developed, as the first of its kind of a smart city, to offer a comprehensive sustainable smart city. The 
U-City is a high tech conecpt that brings together world-leading technology to upscale and upgrade services.  
The U-City concept was designed in a way that includes a hollistic urban solution. The management system includes 
not only roads and transport infrastructure, but also public transport, critical infrastructure, buildings, and the 
environement. Figure 1–20 outlines the main service classifactions of U-city (Finpro, 2011). 
 
Seoul, South Korea 2019 Comments – (Sources) 
Area (Sq. Km) (City only) 605.21 Seoul city – (Wikipedia Contributors, 2019) 
Population (thousands) 9,733,509 Seoul cosmopolitan city  – (Wikipedia 
Contributors, 2019) 
Road network (km) 31,200 (124,800 L.K “assuming 4 lanes avg.) – (United 
Nations ESCAP) 
freeways and highways (L.km) 3680 (613.39 km) (Wikipedia Contributors, 2019) 
No. of registered vehicles 3.119 million (Ciec Data, 2018)  
No. of accident (fatal & injury) 3,781 Fatal (220 929 F&I)  (Korea Road Safety Report, 2019) 
No, of fatalities/100,000 Pop. 7.30 fatality (Korea Road Safety Report, 2019) 
Estimated congestion cost 21 Bln. $/year Estimated 9 Billion in Seoul – (Korea Road 
Safety Report, 2019)  
Estimated congestion time 144 hrs./person/year6 Estimated by source – (Han & Kim, 2016) 
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Despite its comprehensiveness, the operating model of U-city works around connecting at least two of the service 
areas for a smarter and more efficieny system. Accoring to a report on the concept of u-city (Finpro, 2011), the idea 
was to reduce operating costs by integrating existing systems in a sustainable and smart way. For example, connecting 
and simultaneously operating a traffic system with a security helps in efficient management of traffic violations. The 
ultimate vision for Korea’s u-city is for the system to be inclusive of anything “citizen-friendly” to promote a higher 
quality of life through efficient management and operations of infrastructure. Also, instead of individualized control 
systems, the u-city introduces an all-encompassing urban management system that is co-shared between different 
controlling authorities and private entities. A responsibility matrix for different authorities is shown in Figure 1-21. 
 













To begin with, it is important to set the scene and get an understanding of the demographics, and main transportation 
statistics for Dubai, UAE. These are summarized in Table 1–8. 
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Table 1-8: Dubai (UAE)) - Main Demographics and Transportation Statistics 
Dubai, UAE 2019 Comments – (Sources) 
Area (Sq. Km) (Emirate 4,114 Including Hatta Area – (DSC, 2018) 
Population (thousands) 3,331 Cosmopolitan city – (Dubai Statistics 
Center, 2018) 
Road network (L.km) 17,215  15,890* (Arterials and others) –  
(Dubai Statistics Center, 2018) 
freeways and highways (L.km) 1,325 Freeways and Express Highways – 
(DSC, 2018) 
No. signalized Junctions 800 (Munir, 2019) 
No. of registered vehicles 1,820,000 (Tesorero, 2018) 
No. of accident (fatal & injury) 2547 (Dubai Police, 2018) 
No, of fatalities/100,000 pop. 2.3 (Dubai Police, 2018) 
Estimated congestion time 87 hrs./person/year (TomTom, 2019) 
Estimated congestion cost 700,000 AED/km 3 Billion AED/Year – (Shahbandari, 
2018) 
Metro lines (km) 52.1 (Red line), 22.5 (Green line) Around 560,000 people/day – (RTA 
portal, 2019) 
Tram (km) 23 Around 10,500 people/day – (RTA 
portal, 2019) 
No. of PTA bus fleet 1518 Around 369,248 people/day – (RTA 
portal, 2019) 
No. of PTA bus lines 119 Covering 82% of urban area – (RTA 
portal, 2019) 
Public Transport share (%) 16.4% (Exp. 20% In 2020) (Gulf News, 2018) 
 
Table 1-8 represents some important statistics and facts of Dubai Transportation system, that show the operation 
challenges of the road network, with the high expectations of keeping it the best road quality in the world (Maceda, 
Gulf news, 2014).  
Dubai, over the last two decades, was one of the fastest growing cities in the world, the shape of the city was 
tremendously changed: 
• Road network was massively expanded(New freeways, bridges, widening of current network); 
• New modes of transports were opened to public use (Metro opened 2009, Tram in 2014); 
• Population increased from 862,387 (2000) to 3.31 million (2019). 
In order to manage and operate the road network, Dubai went through different stages of implementation since the 
early stages of the massive network improvement. This was developed and evolved over the years, as shown in the 
Dubai Timeline Development of TMC in Figure 1–22.  
As the city continues to grow, apart from the preparation to host the mega Expo2020 event, and as a reaction to the 
expected challenges of traffic management, Dubai, through its Road and Transport Authority (RTA), started a massive 
project of “Intelligent traffic systems expansion” (Wam, 2019). The project has many goals to achieve, including:  
• Expanding the scope of intelligent traffic systems as part of the Emirate's goal to become the Smartest city 
in the world;  
• Reflecting the RTA’s efforts to harness smart technologies to ease people mobility in Dubai;  
• Expanding the coverage of Intelligent Traffic Systems at Dubai’s roads from the present by 11% to 60%;  
• Cutting the time of detecting accidents and congestion build ups on roads by using quick-response smart 
systems mechanisms. 
 
The project, when finished, will provide the city traffic management with a massive new tool, systems, communication 
coverage through five bundles: 
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1. First Bundle: Dynamic message signs (DMS), the project will contain the construction of 112 DMS fitted 
with the latest technologies at selected locations on Dubai network as well as around mega-event spots, such 
as Expo 2020 (Wam, 2019);  
2. Second Bundle: traffic monitoring and data capturing systems, this task of the project will provide 116 
cameras, 100 incidents detection systems, 114-transit time and speed computing devices, and 17 Road 
Weather Information Systems (RWIS) (Wam, 2019); 
3. Third Bundle: Covers the infrastructure for the extension of the fiber optic network for communication 
between the on-site devices and control central systems about 450 kilometers. 
4. Fourth Bundle: Upgrading the software to provide Advanced Traffic Central System, to support decision-
making, and provides automatic response plans, where the system interfaces with site devices; analyses data 
and activates appropriate plans. The Information related to the network condition will be delivered to 
commuters through DMS display across Dubai road network (Wam, 2019); 
5. Fifth bundle: will be the construction of a new TCC (Traffic Control Centre) at Al Barsha, in which a state-
of-the-art control rooms equipped with devices such as giant screens, user-friendly control systems for 
operators and engineers (Wam, 2019). 
Upon completion, the project is expected to achieve its goals as it will ease the management of traffic bottlenecks and 
accidents, enhance the safety of road users, and ease personal mobility. 
 
                          Figure 1-22: Dubai's Timeline for TMC Development (Resourced indicated on the graph) 
Chapter Summary: 
It is noticed that most of the researches and Surveys concentrated on either the structure and strategies of a TMC, or 
the future enhancements expected Due to the new technologies. The two local surveys attached to this research, 
collected from drivers and operators, shows some gaps of the current legislation that may affect the TMC efforts, and 
it also shows, unexpectedly, weakness and strengths of planning and operating a TMC. 
In this research the goal will be different, even though it intersects with other researches, since it will be concentrating 
on People’s Happiness enhancement, by improving the TMC Planning, operation, technologies and needful 
legislations. 
 
By the year 2012, the TMC 
was equipped by 32 dynamic 
message signs, 27 giant 
screens linked to 235 CCTV, 
SCADA system, Falcon 
system (Special UTC of 
Dubai), and the center was 
getting data captured from 
8,000 taxi cabs for live 
information (Emirates 24/7, 
2012).
In 2012, the ITS department 
finished a sophisticated 
project for TCC 
development, that included a 
massive review for the center 
in-station and on sites, Scoot 
Junctions validation, CLF 
plans for some regions, new 
policies, procedures, signal 
operation guidelines, and 
extensive training program.
The Roads and Transport 
Authority connected all 500 
junctions, all city junctions 
at that time, with 3G wireless 
technology to be the first city 
that applies this system in 
the world (Sutton, 2015).
After The Roads and 
Transport Authority was 
formed in 2005, an 
Intelligent Transport System 
Department was formed in 
2007 to be responsible for 
the development of using the 
technology in traffic and 
roads management, under 
which TMC, Salik (Toll 
system), Smart parking, 
other advanced technologies, 
and all other Dubai traffic 
system. (Shahbandari, GN, 
2016).
Dubai municipality adopted 
Falcon system (Dubai UTC) 
with expectations of 15% 
reduction of traffic accidents, 
at the same time the control 
room widely expanded to be 
the current Traffic control 
center (Mona Bu Samra, 
2005). 
Dubai started the concept of 
Traffic Control Centers (was 
called traffic control room), 
under DM at that time (25 
CCTV cameras, around 50 
Junctions of SCOOT 
system).
1996 2005 2007 2012 2015
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Chapter 2: Research Design and Methodology  
Chapter Overview 
This chapter presents an overview of the research question, objectives and methodology used to address those 
objectives as well as laying the base for the survey design and data analysis thereafter. The chapter concludes the 
approach to analysis that precedes the data presentation and analysis.  
Research Question 
The research focuses on addressing the Traffic Management Center’s ability to enhance the quality of life and 
satisfaction of citizens.  
Research Objectives 
In order to answer the research question, the following objectives have been identified: 
1. Identify challenges faced by drivers and perceived by operators in U.A.E. 
2. Determine potential contributions of Traffic Control Centers. 
3. Investigate the operations of Traffic Management Centers in terms of:  
a. Utilization of Data Sources,  
b. Evaluating technological enablers of traffic control centers. 
Research Methodology 
The research methodology followed in this research is divided into two steams. The first stream is through primary 
data; which was collected locally through the design and distribution of two types of surveys. The second stream is 
through secondary data; by which the data collected through other credible researches were utilized to make 
inferences. Both streams focus on addressing the research question; the ability of traffic management centers in 
improving the life quality and happiness of citizens. Each research objective was addressed through either the primary 
or secondary data as presented in Table 2-1.  
Table 0-1: Research Objectives and Data Sources 
Research Objective  Data Source  
Objective 1: Identify challenges faced by drivers and 
perceived by operators in U.A.E. 
Primary Data – Drivers Survey (in UAE) 
Objective 2: Determine potential contributions of 
traffic management centers. 
Primary Data – Operators Survey (In UAE) 
Objective 3 – a: Utilization of Data Sources Primary Data – Operators Survey (In UAE) 
Objective 3 – b: Evaluating technological enablers of 
traffic control centers. 
Secondary Data (In different states of USA) 
 
1. Primary Data – Surveys: 
Two surveys were built targeting two sets of participants. The participants of the first survey consisted of drivers 
around the U.A.E. as a sample. The first survey was distributed to drivers in the U.A.E. and included a total of 155 
respondents. The second survey was distributed to operators working in Traffic Management Centers in the U.A.E; 
and included a total of 15 respondents. An overview of the respondent’s statistics for drivers and operator’s surveys 
are presented in Figure 2–1 and Figure 2–2, respectively.  
Both surveys consisted of two types of questions; quantitative close-ended multiple-choice questions as well as 
qualitative open-ended questions. Those questions were designed in order to easily collect useful data from the 
intended sample of respondents. Both surveys were designed on the Qualtrics platform and distributed online to all 
participants. The surveys were both anonymous and the privacy of all participants was ensured. The survey questions 




Figure 2-1: Statistics for driver’s survey 
 
Figure 0-2: Statistics for operator’s survey 
 
2. Secondary Data 
To respond to some of the research objectives, those were not addressed in the primary surveys, secondary data was 
used. The secondary data used is based on credible studies and researches conducted by other authors, and their 
findings were adapted to make inferences tailored to the objectives of this research. Researches used to collect 
additional secondary data were all credited and referenced as used.  
Analysis Strategy  
Each research objective will be explored in the chapter that follows, using the gathered primary and secondary data. 
A statistical analysis was conducted for the primary data, while a more qualitative analysis was established for the 
secondary data. In addition, more support information was gathered through credible researches, when needed, to 
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Chapter 3: Data and Analysis 
Chapter Overview 
This chapter contains a presentation of the data collected from both surveys. The collected data is organized according 
to the research objective it addressed and is analyzed thereafter accordingly. As described in the previous chapter, 
some of the data presented in this chapter belongs to secondary data sources, and this will be indicated through 
referencing within the text and the bibliography.  
This chapter is structured according to research objectives and presents the relevant data per objective systematically.  
Data for Research Objective 1 “Identify Challenges Faced by Drivers and Perceived by Operators in U.A.E” 
One of the main diagnosis from this survey is to understand the main causes and challenges faced by drivers from a 
given sample in the U.A.E. As the literature review section has covered plenty of challenges regarding congestion, it 
was useful to retrieve recent challenges faced by drivers specifically in the U.A.E. All data presented for this research 
objective is collected through primary data. Survey questions are provided in Appendix A. A total of 155 survey 
respondents have completed the Drivers survey. A breakdown of the survey respondents’ demographics is presented 
in Table 3-1. 
 
Table 0-1: Driver Respondents' Demographics 
Survey Question Result Analysis 
What is your gender? 
 
• The results show that 
there was approximately 
a 50 – 50 splits in 
gender respondents. 
This implies that there 
was no bias in the data 
collection in terms of 
gender split. 
What is your age? 
 
• The results show that 
there is dispersion in the 
ages of the respondents 
to the survey. The 
survey was able to 
capture the opinions of 
diverse set of drivers; 
including more 
experienced drivers 
(aged 40-50 years old) 
and less experienced 
ones (18-20 years old).   
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What is the highest 
level of education 
you have completed? 
 
• The responses to this 
question shows that 
approximately 90% of 
the respondents are 
educated over the high 
school level. 
 
Are you working in 
Dubai? 
 
• Data showed that 
approximately 72% of 
respondents work in 
the Emirate of Dubai; 
this means that most of 
their responses apply to 
their observations on the 
city’s conditions and 
their experiences in it.  
From which Emirate 
are you coming to 
Dubai every day? 
 
• The responses to this 
question confirm the 
findings from the 
question above.  
• Almost 80% of 
respondents come from 
Dubai and using its 
network every day  
 
With regards to the challenges faced by drivers in the U.A.E., a consolidated analysis of causes was conducted to 
understand the strongest causes of accidents, delays, and discomfort amongst the drivers in U.A.E. This analysis has 
considered several questions for each cause where the responses varied from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. 
Table 3-2 presents the main traffic delays and discomforts that drivers responded to on the road. These include: 
• Slow driving on the fast lane; 
• Using flash lights to gain way on the road; 
• Passing signals on flashing green light; 
• Sudden lane changing; and, 
• Bus movements  
Table 0-2: Driver Respondents' on Traffic Delays and Discomfort Reasons 
Survey Question Result Analysis 
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How do you think the 
behaviours of other 




• It is important to note 
that almost 63.50% of 
respondents reported 
that they are affected 
(highly or slightly) by 
the behaviours of other 
drivers on the road.  
How annoyed are 
you when a driver in 
front of you, drives 
relatively slowly on 
the fast lane? 
 
• The results show that 
over 90% of 
respondents get a 
feeling of annoyance 
when other drivers 
drive on slow speed 
while on the fast lane.   
How offended do you 
feel when a driver 
behind you starts to 
flash high lights at 
you to give way? 
 
• The responses to this 
question show that over 
65% of drivers feel 
some sort of offense 
when other drivers use 
flash high lights behind. 
Do you agree that 
passing on a flashing 
green light of a signal 
is legal? 
 
• Almost 85% of 
respondents agreed that 
passing on a signal green 
light is legal.  
Do you agree that 
sudden lane changing 
in front of you, may 
make you worried 
while driving? 
 
• Over 86% of 
respondents reported 
that they feel 
worrisome and 
discomfort due to sudden 
lane changing done by 
other drivers on the road.  
Do you agree that bus 
movements in 
general are causing 
some delay for other 
road users? 
 
• The responses to this 
question show that over 
67% of respondents 
find that bus 
movements in the road 




Figure 3–1 portrays the consolidation of the causes with the “strongly agree” responses for each question. The results 
show that more than half the respondents (79) have, surprisingly, indicated to strongly agree that “Driving Slow on 
Fast Lanes” causes accidents, delays, and distress. While “Sudden Lane Change” has been reported as the 2nd most 
significant cause of accidents, delays and distress with a recorded 57 respondents indicating “strongly agree”. 
The perceived reasons for accidents/delays/distress while driving was reconciled from different survey questions and 
summarized in Figure 3–1. 
 
Figure 0-1: Survey Data for Causes of Accidents/Delays/Distress for Drivers in the U.A.E. 
 
The same questions were asked in the operators’ survey (number of respondents = 15) to align the operators’ 
perception of the main causes of accidents on the road with those of drivers. Table 3–3 shows an overview of 
operators’ demographics. Figure 3–2 presents that almost all the operators (13) have agreed that “driving Slow on 
fast lanes” occurs at a high frequency. While “sudden lane change” is the other factor that resulted in a high agreement 
rate in terms of frequency, with 12 of the respondents agreeing. At a visibly lower agreement rate falls the frequency 
of the “tailgating” and “stopping on flashing green light”. 
 
Table 0-3: Operators Respondents' Demographics 
Survey Question Result Analysis 
Are you a Dubai 
Resident? 
 
• 92.31% percent of 
operators who responded 
to the survey reported 
that they are Dubai 
residents. This implies 
that their input is relevant 
to the drivers’ responses; 
who also reported that 
most of them live and work 
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How many years 
have you been 




• The results show that over 
91.5% of the respondents 
have been in the traffic and 
transportation industry for 
over a year with over 33% 
having more than 10 years 
of experience.  




• 58.33% of respondents 
have an “Operator” 
position. This means that 
most of them are in the 
front line of operations.  
As an operator, from 
your observations, do 
you regularly notice 
many slow vehicles 
driving on the fast 
lane of the highway? 
 
• 100% of operator 
respondents agree that they 
regularly notice slow 
vehicles driving on the fast 
lane of the road.  
As an operator, from 
your observations, do 
you agree, that a high 
number of fast 
drivers flash their 
lights (tailgate) 
behind other vehicles 
to give them the way 
to pass through? 
 
• 87.5% of operators agree 
that there is a high 
number of the drivers who 
tailgate behind other 
vehicles on the road.  
As an operator, from 
your observations, do 
you agree that some 
drivers stop on a 
traffic signal flashing 
green light? 
 
• More than 85% of 
operators agree that 
drivers stop on a traffic 
signal flashing green light 
from their observations in 




As an operator, from 
your observations, do 
you agree that a high 
number of drivers 
very dangerously 
change lanes without 
giving indicators?  
• More than 85% of 
operators reported that 
they observe a high 
number of drivers 
dangerously changing 
lanes without giving 
indicators. No operators 




Figure 0-2: Survey Data for Causes of Accidents/Delays/Distress for Drivers in the U.A.E. 
Furthermore, another qualitative survey question focused on retrieving other causes of delays and accidents faced by 
drivers. This question was an open-ended question and allowed respondents to input any additional challenges they 
face on the road, and think are worth highlighting. As shown in Figure 3–3, all respondents have indicated that using 
phones while driving is a major cause for delays and accidents. With this high frequency response, it shows that this 
is another major challenge that could be targeted by TMCs.  
 
Figure 0-3: Additional Challenges Reported by drivers in the U.A.E. 
Data for Research Objective 2: Determine Potential Contributions of Traffic Management Centres 
This research objective aims to investigate the potential contributions of traffic control centres in U.A.E. The data 
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centres operations and can gauge potential contributions based on their experience in the field, and their knowledge 
of the technologies and advancements utilized and being developed. The data was collected through open-ended 
questions. The answers were then reviewed and put into categories as presented in Table 3–4.   
The survey question requested the following opinion: 
“Please type in a few words how you are able to help correcting these traffic challenges” 
Table 0-4: Areas of Contribution of Traffic Management Centres Reported by Operators 
Area of Contribution Responses 
Synchronising/Adjusting Signal Cycles “We can work on synchronizing consecutive junctions.” 
 
“Utilize sensors and smart systems to shorten the cycles” 
 
“We should focus on optimizing signalized junctions 
during peak hours.” 
Efficient Transport Planning “Update signal plans according to historical and predictive 
data throughout the day.” 
 
“We should implement smart systems to detect broader 
range of violations.” 
 
“Avoid overlap of public transport networks. Ex: Not 
allow taxis and buses on specific metro routes.” 
 
“We should work on installing of Dynamic Messaging 
Systems that indicate which signals to avoid and divert 
traffic to emptier junctions during peak hours.” 
Traffic Education/Awareness “Initiate social media campaigns to spread awareness and 
attention to dynamic messaging systems on the roads.” 
 
“Early education programs to children at school.” 
 
“Incorporate education about traffic control centres 
(services and technologies) within driving institutes.” 
 
In addition, operators were asked to give their view about the capacity and capability they have and expect to have 
for TMC operations. These results are presented in Table 3-5.  
 
Table 0-5: Operators Respondents' on Traffic Delays and Discomfort Reasons 
Survey Question Result Analysis 
As an operator, do you 
agree that you have the 
capacity to interfere in 
any of the behaviours 
discussed in previous 
questions (tailgating, 
stopping at flashing 
green, and sudden lane 
change) and help 
correcting them to save 
people’s time? 
 
• Over 60% of operators 
who responded to the 
survey are in 
agreement that they 
have the capacity to 
interfere in traffic 
situations on the road. 
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As an Operator, do you 
agree that a Traffic 
Control Centre with 
good capabilities and 
technologies, will help 
enhancing people’s life 
in the city and make 
them happier?  
• 100% of operators 
reported that they 
agree that well-
equipped traffic control 
centres can help 
enhancing people’s 
lives and make them 
happier. 
 
Data for Research Objective 3 “Investigate the Capability of Traffic Management Centers in Resolving 
Traffic Problems. 
This research aims to investigate the capability spectrum as well as the resources that can be used by traffic control 
centres to resolve the traffic problems. This part represents the results gathered from several credible secondary data 
sources to help identify the useful resources and technological enablers that will help frame an understanding of the 
capability of traffic control centres in tackling the traffic problems. This section also sheds the light on the data 
collection and the utilization of data sources in operating traffic management centres.  
Data for Research Objective 3a – Utilization of Data Sources 
This section displays the different data sources that can be utilized by the traffic control centres. It is presented in 
Table 3-6 summarizing the different data sources and how they can be useful for traffic management based on 
different research works and credible literary elements. It is important to note that the data sources presented in the 
table are by no means comprehensive and holistic. Rather, they are just a highlight of the main and most advanced 
technologies that collect and generate data for traffic management centres; nonetheless, there are many other data 
sources that contribute to the system. 
 
Table 0-6: Data Sources for Traffic Management Systems (Sources indicated in-text) 
Data Source How it can be useful for Traffic Management 
Real-time CCTV video feeds  This method of visualization can possibly decrease the complexity 
of data. It is a useful mechanism to for crisis and incident 
management. It aids in intellectual reasoning for resolving 
accidents (Mehbub et al., 2019). 
 
Smart Visual Sensor Visual sensor can be useful in collecting, forecasting and 
predicting the traffic flow of bicycles, vehicles and pedestrians 
(Barthelemy et al., 2019). 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) GPS can provide data for the operators on positional data, speed 
and travel times on various roads and segments (Yamai, n.d). 
 
Mobile connections and wireless networks These will help in faster incident detection, especially as the world 
moves towards autonomous and connected vehicles (Jin, 2014). 
  
Social Media In the current time, social media plays an essential role as it 
facilitates communication with passengers and the system and 
allows for the dissemination of accurate and legitimate 
information to a large number of road users in a controlled manner 
and helps with market segmentation and collection of data and 






Other Authorities and Stakeholders  Data can also be collected effectively by integrating with other 
stakeholders like police and municipalities. This enables traffic 
management system with better forecasts, respond to emergencies, 
and run analysis by verifying the data. (Jin et. al, 2014). 
 
 
Data for Research Objective 3b –Evaluating Technological Enablers of Traffic Management Centres 
The collection and accumulation of data is not efficient without the right tools and technologies to facilitate the 
conduction of in-depth data analysis that contextualizes it to make valuable insights and decisions. There is vast 
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room for the use of technology in traffic management centres; it could be used in data collection, data analysis, 
communications, or even crisis management.  
Many researches have been collecting data on how technologies can interfere in traffic systems. Gupta et. al (2012) 
looked into tools that enable intelligent traffic management systems. These are summarized in Table 3-7. 
Table 0-7: Technology Enablers for Traffic Management Systems (Adapted from Gupta et. Al (2012), or otherwise indicated in-text) 
Technology Usage 
SCOOT, RHODES or SCADA Software 
 
Focus: System Management  
Real time adaptive traffic control, which allow operators to control 
and automate the opening and closure of signals and junctions based 
on real-time traffic conditions. 
CCTV Systems 
 
Focus: System Inputs/Tracking and 
Monitoring  
CCTVs spread around road infrastructure can be used for 
monitoring, trend recognition, vehicle tracking, and automated 
number plate recognition (ANPR). 
Sensory  
Focus: System Inputs/Tracking and 
Monitoring 
Sensors are mainly deployed to count number of vehicles, speed, 




Focus: Infrastructure Development  
Fiber optics facilitate the transmission of data from sensors, CCTV 
cameras, and road networks to data centers at high speed and in high 
quality. 
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) 
 
 
Focus: Infrastructure Development 
This technology allows connecting vehicles, and establishing 
vehicle clusters, which enable vehicle communications and 
connection. Traffic Management Center would oversee 
communication and collect data.  
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
 
 
Focus: System Management  
GIS can be used for various functionalities, including:  
Arc-Info and ArcView can be used to build traffic networks and 
code topographies;  
ArcGIS can be used to analyze accidents on a lane by lane basis in 
a network and combine data and trends, showing the passengers 
involved, types of accidents per location, timings, and frequencies; 
and,  
VeGIS can be used for signal synchronization and control. 
Big Data, Machine Learning, Cloud 
Computing, and Artificial Intelligence  
 
Focus: System Management 
Combined together, these technologies can create very advanced 
systems for analytics, forecasting, and management in a way that is 
tailored to traffic conditions and demand. The use of these systems 
can extend beyond traffic and road management into the integration 
in public transport systems to provide data on trips, passengers, and 
flows to provide a holistic view of the system.  




Focus: Vehicle Advancements  
Although autonomous vehicles are not technologies within traffic 
management centers, they have the potential to revolutionize 
operations as they will ease the load and responsibility on traffic 
management centers as their deployment is expected to greatly 
reduce accidents and congestions. Vehicles will be able to easily 
communicate, and TMCs would be able to send messages to cars, 








Focus: System Management 
The area of communications can heavily benefit from technologies. 
These include:  
• Digital Messages on the road whereby the control room in the 
traffic management center can communicate to drivers the 
locations of the accidents, what routes to avoid, and what they 
road closures there are. Having these strategically placed can 
enhance congestion considerably.  
• Social media platforms are also a way to communicate with the 
public, by updating them regularly with the latest updates and 
utilizing them as a channel to transfer information to drivers and 
passengers.  
• 3G/4G and radio networks are also technologies that can be 
utilized to communicate with drivers as TMCs can blur out a 





Secondary Survey (International) 
It is also vital to understand if operators have the same view as the literature researchers about the contributions of 
technology to traffic management centers. A 2014 research led by the US National Center for Transportation Systems 
Productivity and Management surveyed Traffic Management Center operations by asking them about their opinions 
on the effectiveness of TMC technologies (Jin, 2014). The study included 80 traffic management centers across the 
USA. Below is an overview of the questions and responses, relevant to the use of technologies. 
 
Survey Question: Please rank the following applications in advanced wireless technologies based on their usefulness 
to your TMC’s operations. 
Most operators reported that the most important wireless technology that can enhance operations is allowing remote 
access to TMC software or devices. Responses are shown in Figure 3-4.  
 
Figure 0-4: Operators’ Responses on the Use of Advanced Technologies in TMC Operations (Adapted from (Jin, 2014) 
 
Additionally, operators were asked if they think that cloud computing enhances data efficiency.  
 
Survey Question: “Cloud computing is worth considering by your TMC to improve data management efficiency. 
 
Response: Approximately 45% of participants agreed that technology can enhance operations as shown in Figure 3-5.  
Efficiently expand field device coverage and reduce operations cost using 
wireless network
Allow appropriate remote access into TMC software of devices
Utilize commercial mobile devices and applications to support collaboration 
between freeway service patrol and other emergency responders  
Operate mobile command centers or satellite centers with TMC software 
access































Figure 0-5: Operators’ Responses on whether Cloud Computing should be Utilized by their TMCs (Adapted from (Jin, 2014)) 
In the same survey, operators were also asked about the role of social media in enhancing TMC operations and 
communication with customers.  
Survey Question: Social media tools have the potential to greatly enhance TMC’s operations in traveler information 
dissemination and crowdsourcing.  
Response: Many operators believed social media has an important role to play in TMC operations as 78% of 
respondents agreed or strongly agreed as shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6: Operators’ Response on the Role of Social Media in Enhancing TMC Operations (Adapted from (Jin, 2014)) 
 
 
Chapter 4: Conclusion 
The purpose of this research is to investigate traffic management center’s capability in enhancing the quality of life 
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emergencies, and communicating with passengers on the road. The research and data collection focused on three 
main objectives:  
1. Identify challenges faced by drivers and perceived by operators; 
2. Determine potential contributions of traffic management centers; 
3. Utilization of data sources and evaluation of technological enablers of traffic control centers. 
Data was collected in the United Arab Emirates through two sets of samples. The first one was targeted at drivers 
(sample size = 155), and the second one was targeted at traffic management center operators (sample size = 15). 
Secondary data was also used to gather more information from relevant studies done in other geographies.  
The drivers survey aimed to collect data about drivers’ pain points experienced while driving in the United Arab 
Emirates and showed that slow drivers on fast lanes and sudden lane changing are the biggest challenges reported. On 
the operators’ side, the data collected showed that operators reported observing these challenges from their side as 
well. Operators also notably reported the need for advanced technology to help better manage and respond to real time 
traffic situations remotely from traffic management centers. Both surveys conducted showed a need and potential for 
the contributions of traffic management centers in enhancing and upgrading the quality of life for citizens through the 
application of technological solutions and the development of supporting legislation. 
The data and its analysis showed that Traffic Management Centers are able to enhance citizens lives and impact their 
level of happiness and satisfaction. However, in order to enable the traffic management center to have this impact, the 
right contextual decisions have to be made. These are discussed in the next chapter and are focused around five main 
pillars, as follows:  
1. Administration; 
2. Technology; 
3. Media and Communication;  
4. Strategy and Operations, and 
5. Legislation. 
Despite the research and data collection done for the purpose of this study, limitations are still existing, and another 
level of research study may be needed, these limitations and gaps are: 
• This study focused on the areas needed to enable traffic management centers to contribute to citizen’s 
lifestyles; but did not furtherly study the detailed effect of each of these areas, such as a detailed list of 
processes and procedures that A traffic management Center need to run its activities professionally.   
• Despite identifying them in this research, the study did not explore the hardware and software gaps that may 
exist to adopt Potential break-through new technologies such as Bigdata, cloud computing, artificial 
intelligence and automated machine learning, that can facilitate operations but this study  
These limitations are areas that further studies and researches can look into. When investigating technology adoption, 




Chapter 5: Discussion and Recommendations  
Chapter Overview  
Based on the accumulated knowledge that has been presented in the literature review section and the results of both 
primary and secondary data analysis, and keeping in mind the main aim of the research; “Traffic Management Center’s 
ability to enhance the quality of life and satisfaction of citizens” , it is important that all data be collated together to 
arrive at the required results.  
One of the best indicators of the connection between people’s lives and the way they travel, is that the Economist 
Intelligence Unit (EIU) which measures the road and transportation quality as an important factor in choosing the 
most livable city in the world (Vienna is holding the record for two years in a row, the Economist, 2019).  
What factors can proof that the good operation of TMCs can achieve great enhancement in safety and mobility of a 
society? This question can be answered based on the findings in the literature review which indicated incident 
clearance can be enhanced by an average of 40%, delay time reduced by 71% and queue length by 50%, vehicle 
crashes by 27% and the total travel time by 10%. This will definitely reflect in people’s living quality in many ways 
such as: 
• Better road Safety (reduction in Car crash). 
• Less Congestion (reduction of incident clearance time and better signal operation). 
• Less travel times (better road management, Realtime information for public). 
These, among others, are considered as life enhancements, since they reduce the cost of travelling in both time and 
fuel, improve safety which is an important element of good living, and enhance the environment by the reduction of 
gas emissions of the vehicle’s exhaust.  In this section, five pillars will be discussed as suggested actions to be adopted 
in choosing strategies of TMCs and enhancing its operations, these Pillars are summarized in Figure 5 – 1.  
All pillars will be discussed based on the data collected and presented in the previous section. 
 
Figure 5-1: Pillars for Discussion and Recommendations Section 
Pillar One: Administration Task 
It has been found in the literature review that there are at least four types of TMCs, with different operation strategies 
and operation, despite sharing the same goals of reducing congestion and improving safety, the types are: 
• Arterial roads TMC (inside cities, including signalized Junctions); 
• Freeway and highway TMC (interstate or intercity, including incident management); 
• Integrated Corridor Management TMC (freeway or highway with nearby Arterials); and,  
• Comprehensive TMC (that will include public transport operation). 
Some of the cities administrations, which have been reviewed, succeeded in choosing the type of TMC, while others 
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• Atlanta, Georgia, with 15.1 fatalities/100,000 population and being ranked as one of the top congested cities 
in the USA (124 hrs./driver/year, $3.5bln cost), is not considered to be the optimal model, despite the 
Department of Transport’s efforts in the field. The reason for this is due to having three different TMCs; the 
first for interstate freeways and highways operation, the second for arterial routs inside the city, and the third 
is a real time information and calling centre. This has caused many operational complexities. 
• Austin, Texas is considered as a more successful TMC; which is portrayed 2.91 fatalities per 100,000 
population and congestion cost of $1.2bln (104 hrs./driver/year). Austin, Texas relatively succeeded in its 
TMC operation by adopting the strategy of establishing a mobility management division, that concentrates 
more on arterial roads operation strategy, with adoptive signal operation system, in which it can also reduce 
the congestion from freeways and highways using the ICT strategy “Integrated Corridor Management” which 
is suitable for multiple TMCs. 
• Seoul, South Korea is a mega city with population around 10 million inhabitants, which means multi modes 
of transportation with huge expected demand for internal and external travelling. In 1988 Olympic games, 
the administration of Seoul city chose a special type of TMC, under the name of Ubiquitous city, by which 
Seoul successfully organized the event that hosted 160 nations, providing support from the TMC for all types 
of transportation. Seoul built on that successful story and kept upgrading the its comprehensive TMC by 
which it operates roads, trains, Buses, trams and all other modes of transportation. Ubiquitous City is all 
about ICT and data collection from city elements and places (U-Korea strategy) (Han, 2018), analysing this 
data for developing travel plans, schedules and mitigation plans and roads its incidents management. Despite 
Seoul success of using the TMC in event management, it can’t be considered as great success in roads and 
traffic management as the results of the city are relatively high (7.3 fatalities/100,000 pop., and 144 
hr./driver/year with a total cost of congestion $ 21Bln). However, Seoul as a city and south Korea as a country 
adopted the transmission from car-oriented city to public transport-oriented city (Deichmann and Zhang, 
2016), in which the investment in roads infrastructure was minimized, number of vehicles increased, which 
can explain the congestion high rates. 
These three examples show that the choice of the TMC type, in early stages, makes a substantial difference in the 
success and impact made by the TMC. This was also highlighted by the responses collected from the operators’ survey; 
who also believed that TMCs had the capability of changing people’s lives under the right circumstances.  
In another administrative track, after choosing the type of TMC, the strategy that the road authorities will choose to 
operate its traffic centre(s), which depend on the network structure and the responsibilities of each agency. In the 
USA, Departments of Transport (DOTs) are responsible for interstate freeways and highways inside and nearby cities. 
Therefore, in most cases DOTs are operating these highways through TMCs owned by them. Meanwhile the arterial 
roads, with its variety of element such as traffic signals, pedestrian crossings, roundabouts, entries, exits and parking 
management, are under the cities responsibility and are being managed by TMCs owned by these cities. This situation 
in the US leads to the need of an important administrative decision of choosing the proper strategies of TMC, and 
without good communication and cooperation between the two different types of TMCs, it is expected that they will 
not achieve the goals of reducing congestion and maximizing the road safety, in other words it will not make a 
difference in enhancing people living by improving travel time and safety. 
Pillar two: Technology Task 
Since the beginning, technology was the most important element of any TMC. It started in the late 1960’s, when the 
Washington Department of Transport (WSDOT) built its first TMC, which had just a few monitors to control the 
operation of the Interstate Highways (Salerno, 2017). This successful model inspired others to start considering this 
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type of control to serve the increasing traffic demand; however, it was the 1990’s and 2000’s that witnessed the wide 
spread of TMC adaptation from cities over the world, as shown in Figure 5 – 2 for US TMCs.  
 
Figure 05-2: Number of TMCs Openings per Year in USA (Adapted from (Jin, 2014)) 
 
Current TMC technologies:          
As a response to the rapid changes in societies and the travel demand increase, TMCs strategies were being developed 
to adapt with the fast growth rates of vehicles and other modes of transportation, where technologies are the most 
important element used in TMCs. Technologies that serving TMCs were also growing in the same rate as they are 
essential enablers of monitoring, responding, planning and operating the traffic demand. Almost all TMC activities 
are being executed by the use of technologies as discussed through the secondary data survey are summarized in 
Figure 5-3. The typical main components and workflow in Traffic Control Centers are also presented in Figure 5–3.  
 
Figure 05-3: Technologies used in TMCs (Adapted from (Jin,2014)) 
The secondary data also showed that the use of technology in TMC activities was targeted, and operators from 80 
different TMCs believed in the benefits of technology applications in their operations. According to the data collected, 
applications are also used across TMC functions as shown in Figure 5–4. It is important to note that surveillance 
(using CCTV), road closure management (using Dynamic Messaging Signs) and signal control are the most common 
practices. The activities in the Figure 5–5 do not cover the incident management applications which can also be served 
by technologies like: Advanced Warning System and Responsive Traffic Control System. Such applications continue 






















Figure 5-4: Typical main and workflow in a TMC (Adapted from (Jin,2014)) 
Currently, most of TMCs are communicating with its field components (CCTVs, Sensors, DMSs, RTMS, signal 
controllers, and others) through fiber optic infrastructure. However, some cities are now investing in transforming 
from this technology to the wireless connection, Dubai for example, in 2015 finished connecting all its traffic signal 
controllers to its TMC using 3G wireless mode. This transformation may pave the way to the future potential TMC 
technologies, that can be furtherly explored. As the future is expected to carry out new eras of technologies and 
communication techniques, it is expected that TMC business will make the best use out of these technologies in order 
to enhance its performance and achieve its goals of improving residence life style by helping traffic safety and 
congestion reduction. Table 5–1 summarizes technologies and trends that are expected to be potential enhancements 
of different TMC operations. These technologies should be the center of focus and planning in the years to come. 
 





Table 0-1: Technological Advancements that should be considered to enhance TMC future Operations 
Area Relevant Technology 
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Connection and Communication to TMC • Wireless connection to be widely used worldwide. 
• Connected vehicles as a source of data; 
• Wi-Fi and blue tooth for Origin-Distention of 
congestion and for planning data; and, 
• Share data among agencies by methods of 
integration (such as direct connection). 
TMC Core Business • Cloud computing; 
• Big data (with some protocols for security of 
TMC); 
• Provide real‐time data to third party app 
developers; 
• Operate mobile command centers or satellite 
centers with TMC software access; 
• Utilize commercial mobile devices and apps to 
support collaboration between freeway service 
patrol and other emergency responders; 
• Predictive analysis and forecasting for anticipating 
congestion; and,  
• Data fusion engine to merge data from multiple 
sources. 
Real Time Data Collection  • Wider use of social media (specially Twitter, 
Snapchat, Instagram, and WhatsApp); 
• Traveler information focusing on pre‐trip planning 
to minimize driver distraction; 
• Foster relationships among agency public relations 
groups (the use of WhatsApp); and, 
• Partner with private sector to facilitate social 
media outlets. 
 
New technologies, like any other new trends, are expected to have rejections from current TMC stakeholders. These 
may include: 
• Institutional Issues; 
• Technical problems; 
• Financial shortage; 
• Cybersecurity; and, 
• Legal Issues. 
However, it is worth to mention that new generations of TMC management and renewed governmental strategies and 
visions (that are steering toward technological advancements) are expected to be more supportive of more investment 
in technologies. 
Pillar three: Media and Communication 
One of the most important activities of any TMC, is how fast and accurate it is delivering the real information to the 
road users and to the society in general, since it will be directly reflected on people’s satisfaction and how they feel 
about their trip and their day. It also gives the impression that TMC is playing a good role in enhancing their lifestyle. 
In parallel with the communication channels, reported by operators through primary and secondary data; currently, 
most TMCs uses similar methods of communications with roads users. The importance of this pillar was highlighted 
by the findings from the drivers survey; drivers reported that they do pay attention and appreciate the dynamic 
messaging systems that are on the roads, and help them anticipate obstacles or updates on their journeys. Some of the 
best TMC communication methods and their usage are summarized in Table 5–2. 
 
Table 0-2: TMC communication methods and their usage 
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Method How it is used 
Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) Dynamic message signs are very effective to deliver the 
real time information and traffic advices to the 
commuters who are already on the road of what is might 
be coming ahead in their trip. 
Radio Broadcasting  It is very common that TMC broadcasts the traffic 
situation through radio stations in the city, some even 
have their own channels. However, the limitation with 
this is that the information is most likely been delivered 
who are listening while already driving. 
Website  All traffic agencies have websites that are being updated 
every short period of time; 5 minutes generally in peak 
hours, in some it is every 2 minutes. This practice helps 
commuters to plan their trip before they start driving. 
Navigation Systems  Many cities, such as Dubai with its RTA Smart Drive 
Application, have their own navigation systems, by 
which road users can get pre-trip congestion 
information. Drivers may also elect to use international 
navigations like Google maps. TMCs now are 
establishing partnerships with companies like Google 
to keep the traffic situation updated and in sync.  
Social Media In The last three to four years, new social media sites 
(such as Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram) have 
forced TMCs to communicate to users and passengers 
on these networks as well. 
 
There are multiple channels for communication that TMCs can use to deliver and collect information to and from road 
users. However, the challenge lies in identifying the combination of channels that works best in the context of the city 
and the population. Moreover, it is important to take into consideration targeted channels for certain age groups (for 
example, younger generations may perceive social media platforms as the best channel, while order generations may 
prefer radio broadcasts). furthermore, as discussed in the Technology Pillar, the future is promising with new 
technology-based channels of communications such as, third party app developers, big data of the city, and partnership 
with private sector in social media outlets and other modes.  
In all cases, delivering real time information and proper communication with road users will always be a key 
performance indicator of any TMC customer satisfaction process. It is one of the main aspects that enables TMCs to 
make a difference in people’s lives.  
Pillar four: Operations and Strategies  
Based on the main survey’s results and conclusions of both drivers and operators’ surveys, it is obvious that some 
areas of traffic management can be enhanced using the current capabilities of TMCs in the UAE with additional use 
of new technologies that can insure the best operation on parallel with the legislation’s enhancement to minimize the 
impact of human’s (drivers) behaviors that cause delay and potential accidents. Table 5–3 highlights the most critical 
results and conclusions of the surveys with suggested recommendations and technologies to enhance them. 
Table 5-3: Drivers and operators surveys (collected in Dubai) conclusions and the recommended actions and technologies 
Survey Topic Conclusion of survey Recommended actions Recommended Technology 
 
General behaviour 
of other drivers. 
63.50% think are affected 
(highly or slightly) by 





Point fine system 
 







Driving slowly on 
the fast lane. 
Over 90% annoyance 
when other drivers drive 
on slow speed while on 







DMS “drive slow in slow lane” 
APNR* 
Auto Warning system “SMS” 
 
Tailgating impact 
65% of drivers feel 
offended when other 
drivers use flash high 







DMS “Avoid Tailgating” 
APNR  
Automatic finning system. 
 
Signal Flashing 
green   
67% think passing on a 
signal green light causes 







DMS “Flashing green is legal” 
APNR  




Over 86% feel worried 
due to sudden lane 







DMS “change lanes properly” 
APNR  




67% find that bus 
movements in the road 
cause delays. 
 
Bus lane “infrastructure” 
Education 




DMS “don’t block bus lanes” 
Social media campaigns 
APNR  





100% of operators think 








Social media campaigns 
APNR  
Cell phone use detector 
Auto Warning System “SMS” 




82% 0f operators believe 
that “sensors and smart 
systems can be used to 
shorten the cycles time 
and optimize signal 





Keep enhancing  





IOT “use more sensors” 




*APNR: “Automatic Plate Number Recognition” 
**SCOOT: Split Cycle Offset Optimization Techniques  






It was also notable in the data collected that any TMC must have a strategy, that defines the way it is going to achieve 
its goals of more road safety and less congested network; serving the vision of residences life enhancement. The 
importance of having a strategy not only defines the processes and procedures of a TMC but may also define the 
technologies needed for better operations.  Many operational strategies have been used by different types of TMCs 
depending on network structure and the way Authorities want to operate and manage the network, such as: 
• Active Traffic Management for Arterials (ATM) Strategy, which concentrates on arterial roads; 
• Caltrans Model: Interstate and freeway-oriented model (Demand management, Incident management, and 
system monitoring and maintenance); 
• Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) Strategy, which is a strategy for multiple TMCs, in which it can include 
freeway focused TMC and Arterials TMC;  
• Comprehensive Transportation TMC, in which all travelling modes of transport are monitored and operated 
from the same center (vehicles, buses, rail, tram, pedestrians, and others). 
It is also noted in the literature review that the size of the city, structure of the network, and the transportation vision 
of the city play the major role in choosing the suitable strategy; bigger cities with multi expressway may decide to 
concentrate on TMCs that help with highway and freeway management. On the other hand, smaller cities may elect 
to use the ATM strategy for Arterials. Mega cities, however, with public transportation master plans and integrated 
mobility visions would probably choose the comprehensive transport TMC strategy.  
The traffic operation aspect of a TMC can be described as a critical key to its success, since it is what people will see 
and feel on the ground, and it conveys how the TMC makes a difference in their travel time and road safety. Many 
centers may have good communication plans and real time information delivery to commuters but could fail in traffic 
operation and end up describing the congestion problem rather than contributing to resolving it. 
The traffic operation is also directed by the type of the TMC and the strategy it is serving.  Based on the data collected 
and the literature review, a relation between the TMC type and the suitable traffic operation can be established. Table 
5–4 presents a suggestion, by the Author, of the correlation between city size, TMC type, and the operational strategy. 
Figure 5–6 presents the wheel of TMC planning which can be used as a tool to guide the optimal TMC operational 
choice.  
Table 0-4: Suggested correlation between city size, TMC type, and the operational strategy 
TMC type City size Traffic Operation Strategy 
Arterial management TMC Small cities  
(less than 2 M pop.) 
• ATM strategy,  
• traffic signals enhancement; 
• Multi signal timing plans for Peak hours; 
• Regional, not spot, enhancement; 
• Use of adoptive signal system if possible (SCOOT, 
SCAT); 
• Adjust junction parameters; 
• Create CLF green wave regions if possible; 
Freeway management TMC Medium size cities  
(over 2 M pop.) 
• See, think and act; 
• Traffic Incident management; 
• Emergency traffic management (full coordination 
with Police); 
• Active traffic management (variable speed limits, 
ramp metering and lane accessibility); 
• Real-time information (using DMS, Media, 
Navigating system); and,  
• Lane management. 
Multi network TMC Large cities  
(3-10 M pop.) 
• Adopt ICM strategy to solve corridor issues; 
• Solve Arterials first to absorb the traffic; 
• Enhance incident management; 
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• Real-time information for highway users; 
• Reduce accident recovery time; and,  
• The use of toll roads if possible. 
Comprehensive transport 
TMC 
Mega cities  
(over 10 M pop.) 
• Full Integration with city agencies; 
• Enhance incident management (pre-planned scenarios) 
• Real-time information for highway users (DMS, 
Media, Navigator); 
• Reduce accident recovery time (outsource for third 
party); 
• Integration with public transportation (specially at peak 
hours); 
• ICM strategy for highway/arterial corridors; and,  
• The use of toll roads if possible. 
 
 
Figure 0-6: The Wheel of TMC Planning “suggested by Author, based on the research and experience” 
 
Pillar Five: Legislation Enhancement 
Based on the primary survey results, it was established that some driving behaviors are affecting the traffic movement 
in different levels. Some of these results were not expected, such as: driving in slow at the fast the lane, that took the 
lead as the biggest contributor to delays on the highways (as per the driver’s responses on it). Therefore, some 
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amendments on the traffic regulations are needed, on parallel with some TMC interaction in this regard. These 
behaviors must be regulated and controlled as they greatly affect the experience of drivers and passengers at the road.  
Additionally, as mentioned along this research, legislation and policies are needed to direct investments, technology 
deployment, and training of TMC staff to ensure that they are enabled to contribute in enhancing citizen’s lives. 
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Appendix A: Survey Responses 
Drivers Survey 




Q1 - Are you working in Dubai? 
 
Q2 - From which Emirate are you coming from to Dubai every day? 
 
Q3 - Are you driving your own car? 
 








Q6 - What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
 
 
Q7 - How do you think the behaviours of other drivers affect your attitude while driving? 
 
Q8 - How annoyed are you when a driver in front of you, drives relatively slowly on the fast lane? 
 
 






Q10 - What percentage of delay do you think the slow drivers can cause to your trip time? 
 
Q11 - Do you agree that "driving slow on fast lanes" must be e regulated and fined by police? 
 











Q14 - As a driver, how often do you use your flash lights behind other vehicles to give you the way? 
 
Q15 - Would you agree that we should understand and give the way for a flashing light behind us? 
 
Q16 - Do you agree that "using flash lights behind other vehicles" must be regulated and fined by police? 
 
 




Q18 - Do you agree that many drivers stop on a traffic signal flashing green light? 
 
 
Q19 - In your opinion, can this type of behaviour "stopping on flashing green lights on a traffic signal" cause 
an accident? 
 
Q20 - Do you agree that “stopping on a signal flashing green” must be regulated and fined by police? 
 





Q22 - Do you agree that sudden lane changing in front of you, may make you worried while driving? 
 
Q23 - Have you ever noticed a public vehicle, like a bus or taxi, change lanes suddenly “with no indicators?” 
 
 











Q26 - Do you agree that bus movements in general are causing some delay for other road users? 
 
 
Q27 - Have you ever noticed an accident caused by a public vehicle “Bus or taxi”? 
 
 
Q28 - In your opinion, all public drivers “buses and Taxis” have good behaviour and don’t affect others? 
 
Q29 - Would you agree that Dubai shall reserve “one lane”, from its main roads, as an exclusive lane for 




Q30 - Would you support reserving a fast lane for Carpooling (for cars carrying more than on passenger)? 
 
 
Q31 - If you noticed any other common repeated behaviour that you think it may affect others and/or cause 
accident or delay other vehicles, please list it in the box below. 
 
If you noticed any other common repeated behaviour that you think it may affect others and/or cause accident or 
delay other vehicles, please list it in the box below. 
The rear Over speeding drivers sometimes surpass the front vehicle from the right and suddenly stop or reduce 
their speed as punishment if the front driver does not respond to their flashes immediately even though he is 
driving at the upper limit of speed and they don't have patience to give him time to find proper opportunity to 
clear the lane for them 
Car stopping on the last lane due to an issue 
Speed and recklessness 
Road marking is not standard in most of the road, also the fast line is very near to the going left/utrun line 
Once happened with me, drivers rush they don't stop bus only on bus stop. Even if they stop it's for 30 seconds 
hardly. They should give time to at least sit the passenger. So many time we fall 
Texting while driving 
Pick And drop at undesignated place 
The buses that transfer the labours to the sites 
Driving below the speed limit on a highway 
Indicating vehicles that shift lanes as soon as i indicate. That's not how it works, there are other people sharing 
lanes 
Some of Taxi drivers behavior and does not maintain safe distance with front cars are very important parts. 
Assignment of a lane to public busses shall be studied and in some of the roads implemented. I strongly 
recommended to avoid mixing of Taxi’s with public busses in Dedicated bus lanes. 
Driver not speeding when joining major road from a minor road. Texting or using mobile while driving 
Using Google Maps 
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Using the phone while driving 
Flashing on 2 & 3 lanes observed sometimes as well 
Careless drivers 
Using phones whole driving 
Vehicles that try to cross in front of you on a highway exit and sometimes blocking a lane just to cross in front a 
long que of cars 
Using mobile while driving 
Driving fast between cars and lanes 
Some drivers stop on green lights before entering junction. This make severe accidents. 
Using mobile phone while driving 
I drive on the fast lane on 140 kph (above the posted speed by 20 kph which is legal) and what bothers me the 
most when vehicles driving over 140 kph (usually around 160 kph) start flashing me. I recommend that this 
should be added to the section discussing fining flashing drivers 
Suddenly slow down or step on brake on the fast lane, usually to avoid speed trap camera or the driver is on 
taking phone call/ distraction. This is one of the most dangerous behaviours 
Personally, one of the biggest issues is aggressive tailgating. I’m conscious enough to move lanes if I see a car 
approaching quickly (even if they are way above the speed limit). However, continuous flashing and tailgating so 
closely is a huge hazard especially when the car can see that there is either multiple cars in front or no place to 
change lanes at that moment. This I feel is not regulated enough and can cause distress and accidents. 
Cars that drive on the yellow lane to overtake someone 
Irresponsible drivers 
When standing waiting for traffic light and some vehicles are not aware because they are busy texting 




Q32 - Have you ever used an information provided by the Dynamic message signs of the Traffic Control 






Q33 - Do you agree that better Traffic Control Centre services (Information, awareness and signal operation) 
will save time, cost, and help better maintain the environment? 
 
Q34 - If you have information through the dynamic message signs of the Traffic Control Center, would adjust 
your trip or change your route accordingly? 
 









Yes, please type how - Text 
Re study the signal timings in contested areas 
To install time counter so that the driver aware of time to red signal 
There should be connectivity everywhere and everywhere bus should come with in 5 and 10 mins. There are 
places where bus comes after 30 mins like business bay. Then Mankhool 12a 12 street. There should consistency 
for bus, in Mankhool, after 10 bus does not come only. 
Make it more accurate info 
Sensor during light traffic time (at night-time and early morning) 
By having alternative routes for any road 
To change the junctions to be bridges and tunnel 
Suggest alternate routes 
Because we have super highways and up to 6 lanes, sometimes the road signs feel like they’re not giving enough 
time for the driver to change lanes to take the exit 
As long it’s managed it will 
The traffic signal cycles are sometimes more than standard times (max 150 seconds). Moreover, coordination 
between signals can be implemented in so many junctions which is not happening properly.it maybe because of 
SCOUT system. 
Actuated signals are working fine. 
Use real time information and accurate info on alternative routes 
Too many traffic lights in areas like Midriff 
Adjust green light depending on peak time and traffic conditions 
Calculating waiting time along a straight chain of signals 
adding more info in any available channels 
First some roads need to be widening, so the system might work. Then link the system with traffic lights to 
facilitate the roads that has too much traffic 
Smart signalling system on busy junctions 
It should be smart as per traffic volume for each direction 
Coordination between junctions 
Signals should be censored 
Having more censored lights would help 
 
60 
Timings are off in many places (waiting at an empty junction) 
Better coordination between group of signals 
 
Q44_2_TEXT - No, please type why 
No, please type why - Text 
Too many 
Because all facilities are available here 
There should be a better implementation of green wave system 
Some place needs to add signs. 
Q37 - Have you ever contacted the Roads and Transport Authority and/or Traffic Control Centre for better 
Traffic signals operation, or other roads related requests? 
 
 























Q1 - Are you a Dubai Resident? 
 








Q4 - Do you agree that your effort of trying to save delay time, cost and cleaner environment is well known 
and appreciated by the public? 
 
 
Q5 - As an operator, from your observations, do you regularly notice many slow vehicles driving on the fast 










Q7 - As an operator, from your observations, do you agree, that a high number of fast drivers flash their 
lights (tailgate) behind other vehicles to give them the way to pass through? 
 
 
Q8 - Do you think this behaviour (tailgating) can cause delays or accidents? 
 
 









Q11 - As an operator, from your observations, do you agree that a high number of drivers very dangerously 
change lanes without giving indicators? 
 
 





Q13 - As an operator, do you agree that you have the capacity to interfere in any of the behaviours discussed 
in previous questions (tailgating, stopping at flashing green, and sudden lane change) and help correcting 





Q14 - Please type in a few words on how you can help correcting these traffic behaviours. 
Proper teaching and instruction on driving behaviour 
To avoid taxis and buses to use the route on which we have metro running 
Give more fines. 
Teach the student in early level in the school 
 
Q15 - As an operator, have you ever received any complaints about the traffic signal operation around the 




Q16 –Please share two examples of the complaints that you get/hear. 
Resynchronizing traffic signals during peak hours 
Linking consecutive junctions 
The time is out enough and sometimes the signals are skipping 
Long waiting time 
Not getting enough time on signals  
Sudden change of signal in daily route after update on junction 
Waiting time increase 





Q17 - As an operator, from your observation, do you agree that the city you work in has a very large number 









19- As an Operator, do you agree that a Traffic Control Centre with good capabilities and technologies, will 
help enhancing people’s life in the city and make them happier? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
